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Description:

Delightful Pink Roses
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Lesley Teare Designs

This cross stitch motif created by Lesley Teare, a great expert in flower design, is composed of four
"portraits" of blooming roses, gathered into a square and surrounded by a discreet pale green border. The
cross stitch embroidery of each rose is particularly striking, showing their multiple petals, the hearts of the
flowers, the buds and the foliage in beautiful detail and soft colors.
The design is square and the pattern once cross stitched measures 10 " x 10 " (25 x 25 cm) on 28 ct
linen stitched over two (or 14 ct Aida). It is therefore perfectly suitable for a 15 " x 15 " cushion.
The embroidery (photo) is worked on natural raw linen, which delicately blends with the pinks and green. If
you are looking for more contrast, you can cross stitch on white or ivory fabric.
The pattern is entirely worked in cross stitch and does not involve any particular difficulty.

The chart comes with a detailed Cross stitch Guide.
A cross stitch pattern by Lesley Teare Designs.
>> see more patterns by Lesley Teare Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Delightful Pink Roses

Chart size in stitches: 139 x 139 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 11
Themes: blooming flowers, pink, cushion

>> see more Flower patterns by Lesley Teare Designs
>> see all patterns with Roses (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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